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(1) Remove the battery eompartment cover.
(2) Replace the qsed batteries with new AA
size batteries,

Please replace batteries when
the power indicator blinks or
the buzzer beeps.
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Steering Reverse - When looking
at car from rear end, turning
wheel right (clockwise) should
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turn tires to right.
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Adjust total amount of throttle.travel both F/B

THÏNüI
ls used to set netural
position of the Throttle
Servo-

TPE-[
Throttle End Point - Adjust how far
carburetor opens. While holding

TPA.T

full throttle with car on and
engine off, pullthe collar out a
adjust until there is a .5-1mm gap
between the collar and servo arm
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Adjust total amount of steering travel L/F

Adjust left steering end point.
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Adjust right steering end point.
ls used to set netural
position of the Steering
Servo.
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Adjust brake amount.
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TH REV = Throttle Reverse -
With left hand on throttle
trigger, pulling the trigger
back will open the carburetor
and increase engine rpm.
Pushing the trigger forward
willengage the brakes
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'1 
" Push the trigger forward to slow down or brake

2, Pull the trigger backward to accelerate Throttle Trim: Trim the throttle servo slightly when the
trigger is at the netural postion.

Steering Trim: lf the front wheel do not align straight, use
the steering trim to adjust.
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Steering Servo

Reælver and servo connecllon
Gas powered model

Throttle Servo Transponder

Receiver

Battery 4
Steering Servo

1.$e.ttheTH,STswikhe§tothênôrrlralposition.', :,r:,:r:r.,lr.:,'.l
2. Turn on the transmitter and receiver.
3. Press the F/S SET button, the LED on the receiver should 6tart flashing

rapidly.
4. Put the throttle trigger:ât the brâlrêrpe§iiiotn, p-re§§,thEF/§.i$ET,hq$o8litir:,r:

the LED should become sôlid, .: , , i'" :r ': ' 
:rr : ::i'r':..

5. For electirc model; put the throüte triggsr.af ,thé p,oslian*hêh:ÿôu,;:.1,:1'::f
aremakingthesetting.' .'',,l,''::l:,, ..'.,1''r....4;ll

eirufiing tlrc tran§mifier flnil reccivcr
1. turn on the receiver power.
Press the SW switch. The
receiver's LED should start
flashing.

2. Turn on the transmitter.

3. When the LED on the
receiver becomes solid,
the binding process is
completed.
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1 . Get THE needed items: Glow lginitor, A Standard Glowplug (eg Alpha no 3, 4 or 5) (and a spare just in case), Nitro
Fuel, Receiver Battery Charger, 4xAA Batteries for the radio, Tools eg. 1.5,2 and 2.5mm hex drivers, wheel/glowplug
wrench, flathead tuning screwdriver, fuel bottle.

1,5. Remove the unbelieveably cool packaging from around THECar. Be careful not to damage it.

2. Take the lid off the battery box, unplug the battery and plug it into a charger. Charge the receiver pack fully.

3. Oil the airfilter. The cheapest way is to get an airfilter oil bottle meant for dirtbikes. Put the filter in a small plastic
bag, pour some oil in and squeeze it into the filter. Leave it in the bag.

4. Apply all the stickers to the body and wing and any other objects. Make your ride look cool.

5. Dry the excess oil from the airfilter by squeezing it in some paper toweling.

6. Put the 4 AA batteries in transmitter, plug in the receiver battery and replace the battery box lid.

7. Switch on the transmitter and then THE Cac check to see that both servos work correctly. Everything should be set
at the factory, but if there are problems, here is what you do. lf the steering or throttle works backwards, toggle the
appropriate rev-nor switch. lf either neutral is wrong, so the wheels aren't straight, or the throttle is left open, or the
brakes are engaged, set the appropriate trim dial. Finally, check to see that the end points are set correctly. The

steering servo should not try to pull further than the wheels turn, and the throttle servo should not try and open the
throttle further than it opens, and only brake as much as is needed for the appropriate brake force. Not setting the
endpoints correctly will damage your servos!To set the endpoints, turn the appropriate EPA dial. More details in the
Radio Manual

B. Fill the fueltank (with fuel).

9. Prime the engine, by covering the exhaust with your finger, and pulling the pullstart (slow way). Buy a small
syringe (fast way), take the pressure tube off the pipe, attach it to the syringe, and blow air into it. You will see the fuel
move through the fuel line towards the engine. Once it reaches the engine, re-attach the pressure line to the pipe.
Cover the engine with a paper towel, and pull the pullstart until fuel starts coming through the glowplug hole onto
the paper. Please note, placing the pressure line into your mouth and blowing into it obviously works, but is NOT

recommended! Nitro fuel, if ingested causes blindness, amongst other things, and driving an RC Car is hard enough,
even with clear vision.

10. Attach the glowplug.

1 1. Read THE Engine Break ln Guide.

12. Actually follow the break in guide.

1 3. Enjoy
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Always use high quality fuel in order to generate good performance of the engine and extend its life. Good lubrica-

tion will help all moving parts run smoothly with low wear. Use high quality fuel of nitro conten|25o/o-30o/o.

THEBREAK lN EiulDt High End Needle

Low End Needle

The carburetor is set at the factory. Please follow the below steps to complete the running-in of the engine. After this
procedure, you can get the best carburation via adjustments of the top and low end needles.

1. Mount the engine in the car and make sure to set the throttle linkage correctly, so at neutral, the linkage closes the
slide all the way.

2. fill tfre tank full with fuel. (High quality fuel of nitro content above 160/ois recommended.) Attach the glow ignitor
and start the engine. lf the engine doesn't start, open the throttle about halfway while pulling the cord.

3. Run the engine for 2 tanks at idle, with the wheels off the ground in order to clea n the inside of the engine.

4. For the 3rd tank, adjust the idle adj. screw so that the engine is idling smoothly
if required. Open the screw for lower idle, close for higher idle.
The inlet port of throttle is about 1-2mm open.

Idle Adj. Screw

5. Run the model at a medium and low speed in a pattern of B on flat ground for about 6-8 tanks continuously. Do

not accelerate the throttle quickly and excessively. The needle is still set rich at this stage so you can use full throttle,
but roll on the throttle smoothly. Pay attention that the temperature is between 90-1 10'C, measured with an infrared

tempgun, from the top of the glowplug. The engine should be running rich, with a lot of smoke from the pipe, and
low top speed.

6. Adjustment for use. During the following 3 tanks, start closing the top end needle in small 1/8th turn increments,

until the top speed is normal, and the engine revs peak. The temperature should always be below 1 30'C. Next tune
the low end, by slowing to a stop, and letting the engine idle for 10 seconds, then pulling the throttle quickly and

accelerating at full throttle. If the rpm:s drop after you stop, (the engine may even stop due to it), or when you

accelerate a lot of smoke is visible, and the car accelerates slowly, the low end is rich, and you should close the low
end, 'l :8th of a turn at a time. lf the idle rpm:s rise after you stop, and when you accelerate, the engine bogs before
accelerating, the low end is too lean, and you need to open the low end. On a well tuned engine, the idle will remain

stable (or only drop slightly) during the 10 seconds, and when you accelerate, the engine rpm will rise sharply, and

the car will accelerate quickly with some visible smoke.

To stop the engine, please use a plastic tool handle or the tip of your shoe to stop the flywheel.You can also use a

clean and thick rag to cover the exhaust end. However, the latter could cause fuel to build up inside the engine
making RTR engines hard to pull start. NEVER stop the flywheel with your fingers.

Maintenance
Each time after use, pour allfuel out of the tank. Fuel remaining inside the engine can cause oxidation and rusting

and thus ruin the engine. Therefore, always make sure no fuel left inside the engine, by starting the engine with no

fuel in the tank, and letting it idle until it stops.


